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Previous Work

Di↵erent models for the response of laser interferometers to gravitational waves:
Jacobi equation for geodesic deviation (Forward 1978; Schutz, Tinto 1987)
Round-trip time of null curves (Weiss 1972, Estabrook, Wahlquist 1975;
Poplawski 2006; Rakhmanov, Romano, Whelan 2008; Rakhmanov 2009; Finn
2009; Melissinos, Das 2010; Saulson 2017; Koop, Finn 2014; Blaut 2019)
Maxwell’s equations (Cooperstock 1968; Lobo 1992; Cooperstock, Faraoni 1993;
Montanari 1998; Calura, Montanari 1999)
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Aims

Solve the full Maxwell equations in laser interferometers for arbitrary GW
incidence angles and polarisations (Lobato et al. 2021: normal incidence).
Clarify conflicting geometrical optics predictions e.g. one-way phase shifts for
parallel emission (Lobo 1992; Angélil, Saha 2015).
Analyse the quality of geometrical optics predictions by comparison with the full
Maxwell equations (Park, Kim 2021)
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Setup
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Assume gab = ⌘ab + "Aab cos(c xc ) + O("2 ) ,
with the GW wave vector  and the GW
polarisation hab satisfying a a = 0, ha0 = 0,
hab b = 0 and haa = 0.
Error terms O("2 ) are not written explicitly.
Assume the interferometer to be at rest in TT
coordinates.
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Geometrical Optics
Geometrical optics equations
g ab (ra )(rb ) = 0
r a r a Eb = 0

ra ra A + 12 A ⇤ = 0
Ea r a

=0

The electromagnetic field is then assumed to be well approximated by
Fab ⇡ A fab ei
with
fab = Ea rb

Eb r a

which is invariant under Ea ! Ea + ↵ra
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Geometrical Optics
Emission from ⌃J = {mJk xk = 0}:
J | ⌃J

=

!t ,

AJ |⌃J = 1 + " AJ ,
(0)

EJ | ⌃ J = EJ + " E J

with
Ai (0) = Aii (0) = 1
Eii (0) =

R̂bs Ei (0)

where R̂bs is the orthogonal reflection
interchanging ⌫i and ⌫ii , while keeping
their orthogonal complement unchanged.

Reflection at ⌃0J = {mJk xk = `J }:
ˇJ |⌃0

=

ĚJ |⌃0J

=

J

AˇJ |⌃0J

J |⌃0J

= AJ |⌃0J

R̂J EJ |⌃0J ,

where R̂J is the orthogonal reflection along
the surface normal ⌫J of ⌃0J .
Final field at the detector:
ˇ

(R̂bs ki ) ^ (R̂bs Ěi )ei i + kii ^ Ěii ei

ˇii
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Wave Optics: Setup
Work with the complex field Z = E + jB
Assume monochromatic and normal
emission from ⌃ = {mi xi = 0}:
Z = Ẑe
Ẑ i

i!t

j✏ijk ⌫j gkl Ẑ l = 0

Together with the normalisation
g(Ẑ ⇤ , Ẑ) = 1 to hold at the origin for all
times, the constraint equation determines
Z everywhere on ⌃.
Maxwell’s equations determine normal
derivatives of Z on ⌃.

Perfect reflection at ⌃0 = {mi xi = `} gives
rise to the reflected field Ž with boundary
values
Ž =

Z ⇤ + 2g(⌫, Z ⇤ )⌫

on ⌃0

which is compatible with the constraint
equation.
Final field: sum of returning fields with
reflections at beam-splitters taken into
account.
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Wave Optics: Result

Explicit perturbative calculations for these boundary values show that the
electromagnetic field has the structure
Fab = fab (c xc , ⌫d xd , !g /!, ")ei!' + O("2 ) ,
where ' satisfies the eikonal equation (to first order in ") and fab is analytic in the
frequency ratio !g /!.
This puts the geometrical optics method on a firm basis. In particular, geometrical
optics remains valid for all GW incidence angles.
Caveat: Existence of such solutions relies on Cauchy–Kovalevskaya theorem,
uniqueness guaranteed by Holmgren’s theorem
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Conclusion and Outlook

Determined the full EM field for arbitrary GW incidence angles
Making-explicit of boundary conditions resolved previously found ambiguities
Provided justification for geometrical optics approximations in the context
considered
Open issue: BVP is only well-posed for analytic boundary data
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